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Super Geeks 1: Fish and Chips

 Publisher: Puffin

 Age range: 8+

 Zeek and Arnie are best friends. They do everything 
together. They love solving problems, inventing 
machines, playing video games, coding, reading 
comics, cooking (mostly Arnie) and planning WORLD 
DOMINATION (mostly Zeek). But when Zeek puts a 
microchip in Arnie’s pet fish, things go horribly 
wrong and the two best friends must find a way to 
stop the fish-bot army from taking over the world!

 A fun new middle grade graphic novel series for 
fans of Dog Man and Diary of a Wimpy Kid

 Previously listed for February 2021

James Hart is a Melbourne based 
illustrator. He has created the art for 
a number of PRH titles, including Mr 
Bambuckle’s Remarkables, Other 
Worlds, You Choose, Ball Stars, and 
How to Save the Whole Stinkin’ 
Planet. He has also worked in 
animation and toy design, as well as 
with a number of educational 
publishers. Super Geeks is his debut 
work as an author/illustrator.

9781760895129
2/3/21
$14.99

Paperback
208 pp



Zoo Patrol #2: Run, Monster, Run!

 Publisher: Penguin

 Age range: 8+

 The lion has gone missing? The king cobra has 
vanished? Sounds like a job for the Zoo Patrol 
Squad! Timid Fennlock Fox and outgoing Penny 
the Pig team up for their first adventure as they 
look for clues to track down the missing animals 
in their usually peaceful zoo.

 The next in a series of younger reader graphic 
novels with zany animals and unbelievable 
adventures.

Backlist
Zoo Patrol #1: Kingdom Caper –

9780593093702 - $21.99

9780593093733
16/3/21

$22.99
Hardcover

80 pp



Art Of Immortals Fenyx Rising, The

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 15+

 Chronicles the development of the widely anticipated new game from the 
makers of the Assassin’s Creed and Far Cry video game series, going from 
concept art and sketches through to the finished product.

 Drawing inspiration from classic Greek myth, this will cover the design of the 
gods, monsters, heroes, and locations across the game.

 Excellent for video game and new media design fans.

 Previously listed on the February order forms
9781506719740

19/1/2021
$64.99

Hardcover



What If We Were…

 Publisher: IDW Publishing

 Age range: 14+

 Nathalie and Marie have been best friends for seventeen years, even though they 
have very different outlooks on life. Nathalie is shy and loves to learn, whereas 
Marie is outgoing and leaps before she looks. What they both love to do is play the 
game together called “What if we were..?” Maybe today they’ll be astronauts, or 
musicians, or vampire slayers. The only limit is their imagination.

 A wonderfully light-hearted YA title about friendship, first romance, and growing up 
that will appeal to pop culture fans.

 Similar to Lumberjanes by Noelle Stevenson.

 Suitable for some high schools, provided they’re OK with LGBT themes. 9781603094801
2/3/21
$25.99

Paperback
pp



Young Adventurer’s Collection (D&D 4-

Book Boxed Set)

 Publisher: Ten Speed Press

 Age range: 10+

 A slipcase edition of the hit Young Adventurer series.

 Aimed at middle grade readers, the series introduces the 
ideas and concepts behind Dungeons & Dragons without 
getting bogged down in rules or numbers – just fun stories 
and beautiful art.

 Excellent Christmas gift at a competitive price

 Overall, these titles have had life sales of nearly 6,000 
copies across Australia

 A new volume, Beasts & Behemoths, was released mid-
October and more are in the pipeline.

Backlist
Warriors & Weapons –

9781984856425 - $19.99

Monsters & Creatures –

9781984856401 - $19.99

Dungeons & Tombs –

9781984856449 - $19.99

Wizards & Spells – 9781984856463 

- $19.99

Beasts & Behemoths –

9781984858788 - $22.99

9781984859549
15/12/20

$55.00
Slipcase

448 pp



Final Fantasy XIV: Heavensward -- The 

Art of Ishgard -Stone and Steel-

 Publisher: SquareEnix

 Age range: 13+

 The first of a two-book set of art books from SquareEnix.

 This volume contains full-colour illustrations tracking the art process of the video 
game, from concept sketches through to finished product.

 A must-have for collectors and fans

 Will include an exclusive redemption code for the Final Fantasy XIV video game.

9781646090907
23/3/21

$64.99
Paperback

304 pp



Final Fantasy XIV: Heavensward -- The 

Art of Ishgard -The Scars of War-

 Publisher: SquareEnix

 Age range: 13+

 The second of a two-book set of art books from SquareEnix.

 Features the art from the expansion to the Final Fantasy XIV video game, from 
design of character and creatures sketches through to final product.

 An amazing title for fans and collectors.

 Video game art books have a large following from game designers and 
enthusiasts.

 Includes comments from the art and design teams as well as an exclusive 
redemption code for the video game.

9781646090914
23/3/21

$64.99
Paperback

320 pp



Boarding School Juliet 13

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 14+

 On the fair island campus of Dahlia, the student 
body is split into two rival dorms: The Black Dog 
House of the east, and the White Cats House of the 
west. Despite his doting childhood friend and a 
loyal posse, the first-year leader of the Black Dogs, 
Romeo Inuzuka, has one big teenage problem: He 
has a crush on Juliet Persia, the first-year leader of 
the White Cats!

 Has inspired an anime series.

 A great choice for libraries and high schools.

Backlist
Boarding School Juliet 1 – 9781632367501 -

$18.99

Boarding School Juliet 2 – 9781632367525 -

$18.99

Boarding School Juliet 3 – 9781632367532 -

$18.99

9781632369772
16/3/21

$17.99
Paperback

192 pp



Sayonara, Football 3

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 12+

 Midori and Sumrie have been rivals on the soccer field 
all through middle school, but now they’re in high 
school they find themselves on the same team and 
have to learn to work together – even if the rest of 
the team can’t!

 A high-action sports story that will appeal to 
secondary schools and libraries

 Fun new series that aimed at boys and girls

Backlist
Sayonara, Football 1 –

9781632369635 - $21.99

Sayonara, Football 2 –

9781632369642 - $21.99

9781632369659
2/3/21
$22.99

Paperback



Shikimori’s Not Just A Cutie 2

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 14+

 Shikimori and Izumi are high school sweethearts. They hold 
hands walking home from school, they flirt in the halls, 
they tease each other. But Shikimori knows what she 
wants, and how to get it, and she can turn from cutie to 
cool and dangerous in an instant.

 A fun, light-hearted slice of life manga

 Suitable for secondary schools

 Originally began as a Twitter manga, so easy to read in one 
sitting.

 Volume one was available for January 2021

Backlist
Shikimori’s Not Just A Cutie 1 –

9781646511754 - $22.99

9781646511815
2/3/21
$22.99

Paperback



Fire Force 21

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 15+

 The city of Tokyo is in the grip of a reign of terror! Possessed 
by demons, people have begun to burst into flame, leading to 
the establishment of a special firefighting team: the 
Pyrofighters, ready to roll on a moment's notice to fight 
spontaneous combustion anywhere it might break out. But 
the team is about to get a very unique addition: Shinra, a boy 
who possesses the unique power to run at the speed of a 
rocket, leaving behind the famous "devil's footprints" Can the 
Pyrofighters discover the source of this strange phenomenon 
and put a stop to it? Or will the city burn to ashes first?

 Now a major anime series!

 Will appeal to older readers and fans of Attack on Titan

 Volume 20 will be available December.

Atsushi Ohkubo is the creative 
mind behind the hit series Soul 
Eater.
Backlist
Fire Force 1 – 9781632363305 - $18.99

Fire Force 2 – 9781632363312 - $18.99

Fire Force 3 – 9781632363787 - $18.99

Soul Eater: the Perfect Edition 1 –

9781646090013 - $34.99

9781646510412
16/3/21

$18.99
Paperback

160 pp



The Misfit of Demon King Academy 3

 Publisher: SquareEnix

 Age range: 14+

 Demon King Academy was formed to gather 
together the most powerful students and determine 
who is the reincarnated Demon King of Tyranny. 
Anoth actually is the reincarnation of the Demon 
King, but no one will believe him! Stuck hanging out 
with his descendants, Anoth must prove to them all 
that he is the one true Demon King.

 A fun fantasy high school series for older teens.

Backlist
Misfit of Demon King Academy 1 –

9781646090426 - $18.99

Misfit of Demon King Academy 2 –

9781646090433 - $17.99 (due 

November)

9781646090440
16/3/21

$18.99
Paperback

192 pp



Batman: City of Bane – Complete 

Collection

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 14+

 Bane, the villain who broke the Bat, has returned 
to Gotham – and he intends to rule it.

 A deluxe edition of the final two volumes of Tom 
King’s amazing run on Batman.

 The series has had significant sales across all 
graphic novel markets and is seen as a must-read.

 Suitable for secondary schools and libraries

 Combining two books in one with a great value for 
money.

Tom King is a former CIA-
operative and superstar comics 
writer, with titles across DC and 
Marvel Comics, including Mister 
Miracle, Sheriff of Babylon, 
Vision, and most recently an 
extensive run on Batman.
Backlist
Batman vol. 1: I am Gotham -

9781401267773 - $29.99

Batman vol. 2: I am Suicide -

9781401268541 - $29.99

9781779505958
2/3/21
$52.99

Paperback
336 pp



Young Justice Vol. 2 Lost In The 

Multiverse

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 13+

 Robin, Superboy, Wonder Girl, Impulse, Teen 
Lantern, Jinny Hex, and Amethyst – the group of 
teen heroes that make up Young Justice. They’d be 
the greatest teen team in the world – if they hadn’t 
been thrown across the multiverse and now have to 
battle their evil counterparts from a different 
dimension to get home!

 Previously listed on the October lists

Brian Michael Bendis is an 
incredibly prolific comic book 
creator, known best for Powers, 
his run on New Avengers, and 
most recently an exclusive deal 
with DC Comics.
Backlist
Young Justice vol. 1: Gemworld –

9781401299972 - $29.99

9781779504579
16/3/21

$32.99
Paperback

160 pp



Crone

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 15+

 Once there was a warrior woman called Bloody Bliss, the Sword Saviour and 
Champion of Men. She saved thousands and destroyed evil wherever she found 
it. That was then. This is now. Bloody Bliss is now a nameless crone, living out 
her twilight years in anonymity. That is, until an old enemy returns and she 
must once more take up the blade in service to the Three Kingdoms.

 Part Unforgiven, part Xena Warrior Princess

 A dark fantasy adventure story.

 Suitable for older teens as well as adults.
9781506716367

2/3/21
$32.99

Paperback
128 pp



Cuphead Volume 2: Cartoon 

Chronicles & Calamities

 Publisher: Dark Horse Children’s

 Age range: 10+

 The second original graphic novel featuring the 
impulsive Cuphead and his more cautious but 
persuadable brother Mugman.

 The cult-hit action game Cuphead is coming to Netflix!

 This comic companion series ties into the animated TV 
show.

 A title that will appeal to libraries, primary schools, 
and video game fans, and will only draw in more 
readers thanks to the animated Netflix series.

Backlist
Cuphead vol. 1 – 9781506712482 -

$18.99 (available November)

9781506712499
2/3/21
$17.99

Paperback
72 pp



Dragon Age The First Five Graphic 

Novels

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 14+

 As a great cataclysm causes a rift in the sky to tear open, two mercenaries find 
themselves pulled into fighting alongside the Inquisition against eldritch horrors 
from the Fade and monstrous soldiers corrupted by red lyrium. Meanwhile, 
across the sea, in Kirkwall, a drunken knight and his deft squire stumble upon a 
nefarious plot to steal a priceless relic. Their best solution: steal it first.

 Features characters from the hit Bioware video game, Dragon Age

 A must for Dragon Age fans.

 Contains the original graphic novels “The Silent Grove”, “Those Who Speak”, 
“Until We Sleep”, “Magekiller”, and “Knight Errant”

9781506719177
2/3/21
$49.99

Paperback
112 pp



Art Of Supercell 10Th Anniversary 

Edition

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 14+

 Chronicling each in release order, this volume is a must own for any fan of Clash 
of Clans, Brawl Stars, Hay Day, Clash Royale, and Boom Beach. Explore each 
aspect of these games, from developmental concept pieces, to finished, fully 
rendered environmental shots.

 This book also gives a one of a kind looks into the games that have never been 
released, as well as commentary from the Supercell team.

 A retrospective on the last ten years of the Supercell video game releases.

 Features art from some of the most popular app games of the last decade.
9781506715568

2/3/21
$64.99

Hardcover
208 pp



Berserk Deluxe Volume 7

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 18+

 In a dark fantasy twist on medieval Europe, lone 
mercenary Guts and the commander of a mercenary 
company, Griffith, sell their services to the highest 
bidder.

 Beginning in the late 1980s, Berserk has been a 
touchstone of the dark fantasy manga genre ever 
since.

 These deluxe editions have invoiced over 1,700 copies 
in Australia alone

 Great for long time manga and action fans.

Backlist
Berserk Deluxe Volume 1 –

9781506711980 - $85.00

Berserk Deluxe Volume 2 –

9781506711997 - $79.99

Berserk Deluxe Volume 3 –

9781506712000 - $79.99

9781506717906
9/3/21
$79.99

Hardcover
704 pp



Curtiss Hill

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 16+

 A renowned racecar driver searches for victory beyond the finish line as he 
uncovers the truth surrounding the sudden disappearance of his co-pilot.

 Set in an alternate 1910s Europe featuring animals instead of humans, this title 
explores themes of sacrifice, unity, and redemption under the backdrop of 
racecar driving for an unforgettable tale of friendship, love, and hope.

 Best for indies and fans of European comics such as Blacksad.

9781506723600
9/3/21
$32.99

Paperback
85 pp



Aleister & Adolf

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 17+

 In a story spanning generations, and featuring some of 
the most notable and notorious idealists of the 20th 
century, legendary occultist AleisterCrowley develops 
a powerful and dangerous new weapon to defend the 
world against Adolf Hitler’s own war machine spawning 
an unconventional new form of warfare that is fought 
not with steel, but with symbols and ideas.

 The first edition of this title was released in 2016

 A strong title for indie accounts.

Douglas Rushkoff is a 
journalist and media 
commentator. He has had a 
regular column in the 
Guardian and hosts the Team 
Human Podcast that focuses 
on inspecting and subverting 
technology’s effect on 
human behaviour. 

9781506721040
16/3/21

$34.99
Paperback

104 pp



Everything Vol. 2

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 16+

 Things in Holland, Michigan are stranger than ever: 
while some of the townspeople fall deeper into the 
mysteries of the disturbingly alluring and increasingly 
inescapable Everything mega-store, a growing array of 
renegade citizens form an underground resistance 
against its masters. Murky answers to bizarre questions 
finally surface... who, or what, is really in control of 
Everything... and why?

 Volume one was available July.

 A great read for fans of Stranger Things or Get Out!

Christopher Cantwell is the co-
creator of the TV series Halt and 
Catch Fire. He has written an 
Eisner-nominated comic series on 
Doctor Doom and will be the 
showrunner on the upcoming 
adaptation of the cult-hit comic 
series Paper Girls.
Backlist
Everything vol. 1 – 9781506714929 -

$34.99

9781506714936
16/3/21

$32.99
Paperback

104 pp



Trial Of The Wizard King: The Wizard 

King Trilogy Book Two

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 15+

 Dark ambitions, ancient schemes, and hidden fates fill 
this second volume of the Wizard King Trilogy, returning 
readers to a world rich in history, faith, and tales of 
adventure of which this story is but one of many.

 While not a graphic novel, the Dark Horse fantasy and 
sci-fi books often appeal to the same markets.

 Will appeal to fans of Brent Weeks

Backlist
Return of the Wizard King –

9781506716268 - $21.99 

(available December)

9781506716282
16/3/21

$21.99
Paperback

352 pp



Hellsing Deluxe Volume 3

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range:

 Follows the adventures of the Royal Order of Protestant 
Knights, formed by Abraham van Hellsing to hunt down 
undead monsters. Lead by the daughter of Hellsing, the 
organisation gets assistance from the original vampire, 
Alucard, sworn to assist the Hellsing family after being 
defeated centuries before.

 Comparable with the Berserk Deluxe editions that have 
been available from Dark Horse

 A must for horror-adventure manga fans.

 Volume two will be available February

Backlist
Hellsing Deluxe Volume 1 –

9781506715537 - $79.99

Hellsing Deluxe Volume 2 –

9781506720012 - $79.99

9781506720029
16/3/21

$79.99
Hardcover

704 pp



Art Of KeyForge, The

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 14+

 Explore the Crucible and the distinct houses of KeyForge through a gorgeously 
designed collection of the game’s masterfully created art.

 This tome is a must-have for readers ranging from the most dedicated players 
to casual fans of games and science-fantasy.

 Features full-colour art from the massively popular card game, all in gallery 
format.

9781506722566
23/3/21

$64.99
Hardcover

208 pp



Gert And The Sacred Stones

 Publisher: Dark Horse Publishing

 Age range: 11+

 Gert sets out to make sure no one else suffers what she has as a result of the war, 
but to do this she'll have to do what is forbidden of young women like her: become a 
warrior. Unfazed, Gert sneaks into the initiation test, beginning an adventure that 
will prove to be about much more than revenge. Gert's journey will teach her to 
accept hard truths, rethink the glorification of war and violence, and prove if she 
can be the unlikely hero to reimagine her people's future.

 From the acclaimed Italian comics team of Marco Rocchi and Francesca Caritá comes 
an insightful story of conflict, reconciliation, and the unique power of young people 
to change their world for the better.

 Superb storytelling and adventure that will suit the middle grade and lower 
secondary market.

 Previously listed for December 2020

9781506719634
23/3/21

$26.99
Paperback

160 pp



Post York

 Publisher: Dark Horse Publishing

 Age range: 16+

 Set in a New York after the polar ice caps have melted 
and flooded the city, an independent loner navigates the 
remains of civilisation with only his cat for company. 
Each morning he searches the waterways for food, 
crossing paths with other survivors in the remaining 
makeshift communities. But then he encounters a 
mysterious woman and a blue whale trapped in the city, 
and this could change everything about his life.

 Expanding on Romberger’s Eisner-nominated one-shot, 
this is an eco-fiction tale of epic scale.

 An excellent choice for independent stores and libraries.

 Previously listed for December 2020

James Romberger is an Eisner-
nominated cartoonist, fine 
artist and artist of the graphic 
novels 7 Miles a Second, The 
Late Child and Other Animals, 
Bronx Kill and Aaron and 
Ahmed.

9781506719351
1/12/20

$32.99
Paperback

120 pp



Savor

 Publisher: Dark Horse Children’s

 Age range: 10+

 After years away, warrior-chef Savor returns to 
island home to discover her family have been 
captured by demonic pirates. She must set out to 
face five the world’s deadliest restaurants and 
forge a powerful knife if she has a hope of 
defeating the pirates and saving the people she 
loves.

 A bite-sized adventure for younger readers and fans 
of video games.

 Great choice for libraries and primary schools.

- Neil Kleid is a comic artist from 
New Jersey. He has been a 
columnist for 
Popcultureshock.com and 
Newsarama.com. He has also 
adapted Call of the Wild for the 
Puffin Graphics range.
- John Broglia has worked for a 
number of creator owned titles, 
including the action-horror 
Zombie-Sama

9781506715186
19/1/21

$24.99
Paperback

144 pp



Atomic Legion

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 15+

 Once hailed as saviours, the heroes of yesterday 
have been rejected and forgotten by the public, and 
have hidden out in a secret fortress near the North 
Pole for decades. But when the Professor--a 
mysterious scientist who built the fortress--is 
kidnapped by an evil rival, a young boy rallies the 
monsters, robots, and caped wonders to once again 
become the heroes of the Atomic Legion!

 Originally released in 2014, it is peppered with nods 
to all pop culture, not just super hero comics.

Mike Richardson is the co-
founder of Dark Horse Comics. 
He has written a number of 
comics and graphic novels and 
has been the editor on many 
more. He has won multiple 
Eisner and Harvey awards, as 
well as an Emmy.

9781506717838
19/1/21

$32.99
Paperback

224 pp



47 Ronin

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 14+

 The tale of the 47 Ronin and their epic mission to avenge their wronged master 
epitomizes the samurai code of honour.

 A paperback edition of a classic Japanese national tale, making it perfect for high 
schools and libraries.

 Meticulously researched and beautifully illustrated by Stan Sakai (Usagi Yojimbo).

 Written with Mike Richardson (co-founder of Dark Horse Comics)

 This edition will include bonus materials and interviews.

 Eisner-nominated and listed as one of the American Library Association’s Great 
Graphic Novel for Teens

 Available January

9781506717999
26/1/21

$32.99
Paperback

152 pp



Afterlift

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 15+

 Ride-share driver Janice Chen has enough to deal 
with, from annoying passengers to overbearing 
parents. But when she picks up a pair of 
mysterious passengers who are pursued by 
otherworldly forces, Janice realizes that her 
already-terrible day might be headed straight to 
hell. 

 This title won the 2020 Eisner Award for Best 
Digital Series.

 Will be available in February 2021.

Chip Zdarsky has been a break out 
comics star, beginning as the 
illustrator of the award-winning 
series Sex Criminals before moving 
into writing and illustrating for 
Marvel Comics on titles like The 
Spectacular Spider-man and 
Daredevil. He is best known for his 
clever wit and enjoyable stories.

9781506724409
2/2/21
$32.99

Paperback



Monsters

 Publisher: Jonathan Cape

 Age range: 16+

 The year is 1964. Bobby Bailey doesn't realize he is about to 
fulfill his tragic destiny when he walks into a US Army 
recruitment office. Secretive and damaged, trying to forget a 
past and looking for a future, Bobby is the perfect candidate 
for a secret US government experimental program, based on a 
genetic program discovered in Nazi Germany during the 
waning days of WWII.

 Part familial drama, part thriller, part metaphysical journey, 
it is an intimate portrait of individuals struggling to reclaim 
their lives and an epic political odyssey that plays across two 
generations of American history.

 A strong title for indies and libraries.

Barry Windsor-Smith began 
working in comics in the late 
1960s. He has worked on the 
Avengers, and is best known for 
his love of Conan the Barbarian. 
He is a member of the Eisner Hall 
of Fame. He counts amongst his 
fans director Oliver Stone, whom 
he worked with on the horror 
movie The Hand.

9781787333413
16/3/21

$55.00
Paperback

584 pp


